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Disclaimer

The handbook of ARCON PAM solution is being published to guide stakeholders and users. If any of the 
statements in this document are at variance or inconsistent it shall be brought to the notice of ARCON through 
the support team. Wherever appropriate, references have been made to facilitate a better understanding of the 
PAM solution. ARCON team has made every effort to ensure that the information contained in it was correct at 
the time of publishing.
Nothing in this document constitutes a guarantee, warranty, or license, expressed or implied. ARCON disclaims 
all liability for all such guarantees, warranties, and licenses, including but not limited to: Fitness for a particular 
purpose; merchantability; non-infringement of intellectual property or other rights of any third party or of 
ARCON; indemnity; and all others. The reader is advised that third parties can have intellectual property rights 
that can be relevant to this document and the technologies discussed herein, and is advised to seek the advice 
of competent legal counsel, without obligation of ARCON.

Copyright Notice 
Copyright © 2022 ARCON All rights reserved.
ARCON retains the right to make changes to this document at any time without notice. ARCON makes no 
warranty for the use of this document and assumes no responsibility for any errors that can appear in the 
document nor does it make a commitment to update the information contained herein.

Trademarks
Other product and corporate names may be trademarks of other companies and are used only for explanation 
and to the owners' benefit, without intent to infringe.

Sales Contact 
You can directly contact us with sales-related topics at the email address <sales@arconnet.com>, or leave us 
your contact information and we will call you back.

mailto:sales@arconnet.com
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1 Introduction
Privilege account abuse is a serious security risk and occurs when the privileges associated with user accounts 
are used inappropriately either maliciously or accidentally. Such security incidents are difficult to discover and 
identifying such threats could take months or even years.

ARCON PAM introduces Knight Analytics tool that continuously learns discovers, and predicts threats in 
advance.

For each privilege account, Knight Analytics factors different user behaviors pertaining to entities such as time, 
authentication, process, command usage to baseline these different types of behavior.
When a privileged account deviates from its baselines, Knight Analytics visualizes a privileged user’s activity, 
anticipating false positives by providing risk scores to users and activities.

It uses data mining, statistics, modeling, machine learning, predictive analytics, and AI for training the dataset, 
anomaly detection, and to make predictions about the existing and future threats.
The graphical user interface/intuitive dashboard displays critical issues from a list of riskiest users down to the 
raw events. It displays the most important security issues with respect to users, sessions, commands, processes 
that you should be aware of so that you can make better-informed business decisions.

1.1 Features
Find unknown threats with Predictive Analytics
Uses machine learning techniques and AI to analyze current data to make predictions.
Machine learning for Anomaly Detection
Trains and learns each user’s data. It creates a model for each user that is used to detect their anomalous 
activity without upfront human intervention.
Self-learning Ability
Uncovers rare and previously unseen patterns in information across an organizational network.
Provides Multidimensional Analytics
Multidimensional analytics displays the most important issues that you should be aware of in a visual 
format.
View  Risky Entities with an Intuitive Dashboard
Determine which entities represent the greatest potential risk by providing risk levels /risk scores.

Before Installing Knight Analytics, kindly ensure Pre-configuration: Spection & Knight Analytics is 
done.
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2 Knight Analytics Installation

2.1  Pre-Requisites
ARCON PAM Knight Analytics and Spection API Package should be available.
Firewall should be enabled for reaching till the Knight Application from end-machine.
SQL server enterprise edition (full-text support).
NET Core Hosting Bundle version 2.2.6.
It is tested against and supports the latest version of Microsoft edge, and all versions of Chrome and 
Firefox.

2.2  Minimum Hardware Requirements
CPUs with AVX support minimum 6 cores
16 GB RAM and an additional 16GB on standby
Drive 200GB
OS should be Windows Server 2012 +

2.3 Database Setup
This section provides information for setting up the database for the Knight Analytics application.

In the db scripts folder, there are 3 folders arcosdb, dwh_raw, and reporting db.

Open the arcosdb folder and run the queries in it (as per the serial number) on ARCOSDB.
Open the dwh_raw folder and run the queries in it (as per the serial numbers) on the Dwh_Raw database.

Here we have even included the script of creation of the database of dwh_raw.(If the dwh_raw db is 
already present then do not run the database creation script)
The db name of 'dwh_raw' should not be changed/edited as it has dependencies.

Open the reporting db folder and run the queries in it(as per the serial numbers) on the reporting 
database.

 

2.3.1 Knight Analytics Exe

 In the Knight Analytics package, there will be a KnightAnalytics folder.

           

In the KnightAnalytics folder there will be a KA_exe folder that contains 2 AI exes for training and testing that 
are needed for Risk detection/Analytics.
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2.4 ARCON Knight Analytics Hosting
Knight Analytics can be hosted in one of these two ways:

Independent Hosting
ACMO Hosting

2.4.1 Hosting Knight Analytics Independently

This section provides information about how to host ARCON Knight UI and API independently on the same 
port.

Right-click on the IIS.
Add a website.
Give the site name as Knight.
Bind it pointing to the KnightUI folder in the package.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.

2.4.1.1 Hosting ARCON KnightUI

This section provides information about how to configure ARCON KnightUI.

Perform these steps to configure the application pool for ARCON KnightUI:

Press the Windows Start button and then type run.
In the Run window, type 'inetmgr'. The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager window appears.
Navigate to the Application Pool. 
Right-click on the Knight site.
The .NET CLR version should be set to No Managed Code.
Set the Managed Pipeline mode to integrated.
In the IIS's site list, right-click on the Knight site.
Specify the Application Name as KnightUI.
Set Alias: KnightUI.
Select the Application Pool as Knight.
Bind it pointing to the KnightUI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.

2.4.1.2 Hosting ARCON KnightAPI

This section provides information about how to configure ARCON KnightAPI.

Perform these steps to configure the application pool for ARCON KnightAPI:

In the IIS's site list, right-click on the Knight site.
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Select Add application.
Set Alias: KnightAPI.
Select the Application Pool as Knight.
Bind it pointing to the KnightAPI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.

2.4.2 Hosting Knight Analytics with ACMO

This section provides information about how to host ARCON Knight UI and API with ACMO.

2.4.2.1 Hosting Knight UI

This section provides information about how to host ARCON KnightUI.

Perform these steps to add the application pool for ARCON KnightUI.

Press the Windows Start button and then type run.
In the Run window type ‘inetmgr’. The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager window appears.
Add Application Pool- KnightPool.
The .NET CLR version should be set to No Managed Code.
Set the Managed Pipeline mode to integrated.
Right-click the ACMO site on IIS.
Select Add application.
Specify the alias name as KnightUI.
Set the ApplicationPool as KnightPool.
Bind it pointing to the KnightUI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.

2.4.2.2 Hosting Knight API

This section provides information about how to host ARCON KnightAPI.

Perform these steps to add the application pool for ARCON KnightAPI:

Press the Windows Start button and then type run.
Right-click the ACMO site on IIS.
Select Add application.
Specify the alias name as KnightAPI
Select the ApplicationPool as KnightPool.
Bind it pointing to the KnightAPI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.

2.4.3 Knight Analytics UI Configuration

In the KnightUI assets folder (\KnightUI \assets) →  in file config.json →  update the value parameter of 
“apiUrl” to the Url on which KnightAPI will be hosted in IIS.

For example - http:ip:port/KnightAPI
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2.4.4 Knight Analytics API Configuration

In the KnightAnalyticsApi  folder → appsettings.json → change the value of UiUrl  to the site on which 
Knight Analytics UI is hosted. (For example -  http:ip:port/KnightUI)
Also, change the value of trainingExe,testingExe and currentPath.
Point the Exe path to the location on which the training and testing exe are saved.
In the currentPath mention the current location till the KnighAnalyticsApi folder.
All the paths as mentioned in the previous 2 points should include “\\”
In the Knight  Analytics API folder →  DBSetting →  open ARCOSDBSettingCreator.exe  and generate 
dbsetting.ini pointing to ReportingDb.
In the folder of KnightAnalyticsApi → config.py change the apiUrl to the hosted knight analytics api.

For Example - http://10.xx.xx.xx:8010/KnightAPI

2.4.5 ARCOSClientManagerOnline Configuration (for SAML)

In the publish of ACMO → SAML folder →samlSPEntities.json→ change the value of the key:

ConsumerServiceUrl and TargetUrl of EntityCode:”PAMKA”to the Url on which the Knight API is hosted.

ConsumerServiceUrl  :  http://IP:port/KnightAPI/api/KaAuth/Index2

TargetUrl  :  http://IP:port/KnightAPI

2.4.6 Generic Scheduler Configuration

The below Generic Scheduler Settings will be configured by the user which will be saved in ARCON PAM Vault

Field Description

Site Name PAM Instance Name

TillDate Process data from date

TimerInterval Schedule to pull raw data

DWHAPIUrl - Spection API Url To connect to SpectionDB

BatchSize Send data in Batches to API

DayCount Used in first run process - to fetch data for logs in chunks

BatchSize-MappingMaster Used in first run process to fetch data of entities

Generic Scheduler service will connect to Database and will check the generic scheduler settings accordingly it 
will perform below activity

According to the time interval, the generic scheduler service will pull data from ARCON PAM Vault and 
will dump it in the Dwh_Raw database.
The Generic scheduler service will then connect to Spection API (information was shared in Generic 
Scheduler Settings) and according to the Batch the service will send the data to Spection Database

Spection API can be hosted in both ways:
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Spection API with Knight Analytics
Spection API with ACMO

2.4.6.1 Hosting Spection API with Knight Analytics site

This section provides information about how to configure ARCON SpectionAPI.

Perform these steps to configure the application pool for ARCON SpectionAPI.

In the IIS's site list, right-click on the Knight site.
Select Add application.
Set Alias: SpectionAPI.
Select the ApplicationPool as Knight.
Bind it pointing to the SpectionAPI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.
In the Spection API folder →  DBSetting →  open ARCOSDBSettingCreator.exe  and generate 
dbsetting.ini pointing to ReportingDb.

2.4.6.2 Hosting Spection API with ACMO

This section provides information about how to host ARCON SpectionAPI.

Perform these steps to add the application pool for ARCON SpectionAPI.

Press the Windows Start button and then type run.
Right-click the ACMO site on IIS.
Select Add application.
Specify the alias name as SpectionAPI.
Select the ApplicationPool-KnightPool.
Bind it pointing to the SpectionAPI folder.
Select the Enable Preload checkbox.
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3 Home Page
 The Knight Analytics Home page is divided into three sections.

Training Data
Threat Detection
Reporting Tool

3.1 Training Data
Click on this section to go to the  Training module.

The Training module displays the following reports.

Total Sessions
Sessions with commands captured
Sessions with processes captured
Sessions without any activity captured

Additionally, The Home Page also has the following two buttons.

Start a new session: When you click on this button, It takes you to the Training Module and starts a new 
session. You can select a new set of dates for training data in the Training module.
Continue with old session: When you click on this button, It takes you to the Training Module and continues 
with the old session with the old training data in the Training module.

3.2 Threat Detection
Click on this section to view Daily Detection Report.

3.3 Reporting Tool

This section displays the anomalous data through multiple reports.

Click on this section to view the following reports.

User Report
Session report
Command Report
Process Report
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4 Training
The Training module uses semi-supervised machine learning and Artificial Intelligence techniques to learn the 
data.

This data  is called the training data set.

The training data set is used to train the machine learning model for each user that is used to detect their 
anomalous activity.

The model detects threats on the daily data. The first bulk training needs as much data as possible for accurate 
detections, thus it is recommended to use 70% of your total data.

Select the Start Date and the End Date for which you want to train the data and start the training.

The module has following fields for training criteria:

Fields Description

Start Date Select the Start Date for which you want to start the 
training of the data.

End Date Select the End Date for which you want to end the training 
of the data.

Confirm Once you have selected the Start Date and End Date, click 
on Confirm to confirm the selection.

Recommended 70% of data for training 45081 
rows

This label notifies users that a minimum of 70 % of training 
data is recommended.

Selected Data(In %) This field displays the percentage of data selected for 
training purpose.

Selected No. Of Rows Displays the total number of rows selected for training 
purpose.

Selected No. Of Days Displays the total number of days selected for training 
purpose.

Proceed Click on this button to proceed with the selection.

Do you want to start a new session? All your 
current progress will be lost. 

After you click on Proceed this alert is displayed, click on 
OK to proceed further with the data training. Click on 
Cancel to continue with the old session.

The Training module contains the following chart widgets through which you can view the following reports in 
this section.

Total Sessions
Sessions with commands captured
Sessions with processes captured
Sessions without any activity captured
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4.1 Total Sessions 
The widget has the following fields.

Field  Description

Total sessions The total number of sessions present in the database till date 
available for training.

User Count The total number of users available under the total number of 
sessions.

Number of rows The number of rows of the data present in the database available 
for training.

Click on the chart widget to view threats detected for session data(training data set) under the Selected 
Training Data.

You can also view threat predictions under the Data For Threat Detection derived after training of the training 
dataset.

The chart displays the following information:

Fields Description

Timeline This is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period of time for which the 
training dataset is selected for training(Selected Training Data), the 
period of time for which threat detection has been carried out(Data for 
Threat Detection), and the period of time for which no training dataset is 
selected(Unselected Training Data) for Total number of Sessions. 
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Fields Description

Number Of Rows Y-axis displays the number of rows of the selected dataset.

Unselected Training Data The period of time for which no training dataset is selected.

It is highlighted in a light gray color.

Selected Training Data The period of time for which dataset is selected for training purpose to 
predict future threats for the Session data. The data between the Start 
Date and the End Date is highlighted in dark gray color is called the 
Selected Training Data.

Data For Threat Detection The period after the  Selected Training Data is called Data For Threat 
Detection which displays threats that are predicted based on the training 
data set and is highlighted in red color.

4.2 Sessions with commands captured 

The widget has the following fields.

Field  Description

Sessions with commands captured The total number of sessions with commands captured
present in the database till date available for training.

User Count The user count for the total number of sessions with 
commands captured present in the system.

Number of rows The number of rows for the total number of sessions with 
commands captured available for training.

Click on the chart widget to view threats detected for Sessions with commands captured(training data set) 
under the Selected Training Data.

You can also view threat predictions under the Data For Threat Detection derived after the training of the
training dataset.
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The chart displays the following information:

Fields Description

Timeline This is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period of time for which 
the training dataset is selected for training(Selected Training Data), the 
period of time for which threat detection has been carried out(Data for 
Threat detection), and the period of time for which no training dataset is 
selected(Unselected Training Data) for Total Sessions With 
Commands. 

Number Of Rows Y-axis displays the number of rows of the selected dataset.

Unselected Training Data The period of time for which no training dataset is selected.

It is highlighted in a light gray color.

Selected Training Data The period of time for which dataset is selected for training purpose to 
predict future threats for the Total Sessions With Commands. The data 
between the Start Date and the End Date is highlighted in dark gray 
color is called the Selected Training Data.

Data For Threat Detection The period after the  Selected Training Data is called Data For Threat 
Detection which displays threats that are predicted based on the 
training data set and is highlighted in red color.

4.3 Sessions with processes captured 
The widget has the following fields.
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Field  Description

Sessions with processes captured The total number of sessions with processes captured
present in the database to date available for training.

User Count The user count for the total number of 
sessions with processes captured present in the system.

Number of rows The number of rows for the total number of sessions with 
processes captured available for training.

Click on the chart widget to view threats detected for Sessions with processes captured(training data set) 
under the Selected Training Data.

You can also view threat predictions under the Data For Threat Detection after the training of the  training 
dataset.

The chart displays the following information:

Fields Description

Timeline This is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period of time for 
which the training dataset is selected for training(Selected Training 
Data), the period of time for which threat detection has been carried 
out(Data for Threat detection), and the period of time for which no 
training dataset is selected(Unselected Training Data) for Total 
Sessions With Processes. 

Number Of Rows Y-axis displays the number of rows of the selected dataset.
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Fields Description

Unselected Training Data The period of time for which no training dataset is selected.

It is highlighted in a light gray color.

Selected Training Data The period of time for which dataset is selected for training purpose 
to predict future threats for the Total Sessions With Processes. The 
data between the Start Date and the End Date is highlighted in dark 
gray color is called the Selected Training Data.

Data For Threat Detection The period after the  Selected Training Data is called Data For 
Threat Detection which displays threats that are predicted based on 
the training data set and is highlighted in red color.

4.4 Sessions without any activity captured 
The widget has the following fields.

Field  Description

Sessions without any activity captured The total number of sessions without any activity 
captured present in the database to date available for 
training.

User Count The user count for the total number of sessions  without 
any activity captured present in the system.

Number of rows The number of rows for the total number of 
sessions without any activity captured available for 
training.

Click on the chart widget to view threats detected for Sessions without any activity captured(training data set) 
under the Selected Training Data.

You can also view threat predictions under the Data For Threat Detection derived after the training of the
training dataset.
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The chart displays the following information:

Fields Description

Timeline This is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period of time for 
which the training dataset is selected for training(Selected Training 
Data), the period of time for which threat detection has been carried 
out(Data for Threat Detection), and the period of time for which no 
training dataset is selected(Unselected Training Data) for Total 
Sessions Without Activity. 

Number Of Rows Y-axis displays the number of rows of the selected dataset.

Unselected Training Data The period of time for which no training dataset is selected.

It is highlighted in a light gray color.

Selected Training Data The period of time for which dataset is selected for training purpose 
to predict future threats for the Total Sessions Without Activity. 
The data between the Start Date and the End Date is highlighted in 
dark gray color is called the Selected Training Data.

Data For Threat Detection The period after the  Selected Training Data is called Data For 
Threat Detection which displays threats that are predicted based on 
the training data set and is highlighted in red color.
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5 Threat Detection
This section detects threats for each user on a daily basis. It uses the model to look for abnormalities in the 
everyday data. 

5.1 Daily Detection Report
This report predicts and displays the total number of anomalies on a daily basis. The time to predict anomalies 
starts when the time period of the training dataset ends(as configured in the training module).

It displays Anamolous Users, Anamolous Commands, Anamolous Processes, and Anamolous Sessions on a daily 
basis.

It has the following fields.

Field Description

Timeline This is the x-axis of the chart that displays the period of time for which anomaly 
detection has been carried out. The anomaly detection date starts when the period 
of the training dataset ends (as configured in the training module).

Number Of Anomalies This is the y-axis of the chart that displays the number of anomalies found on a 
daily basis.

5.1.1 Daily Detection Report -Card

This section displays anomaly data datewise in cards on a daily basis.

Each card has the following information.

Field Description

Date The date for which anomaly was detected.
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Field Description

User Count The total number of users.

Anomalous User Count The total number of users for which anomalies were detected.

Iteration Batch Number of passes(number of times a batch of data has passed through the 
algorithm).

Session Count The total number of sessions captured.

Anomalous Session Count The total number of sessions for which anomalies were detected.

Row Count The total number of rows captured for the anamolous data.

Command Count The total number of commands captured.

Anomalous Command Count The total number of commands for which anomalies were detected.

Anomaly Count The total number of anomalies detected for the day.

Process Count The total number of processes captured.

Anomalous Process Count The total number of processes for which anomalies were detected.

5.1.2 Sort 

Click on   the top right corner to configure the reports as per your requirement.

It has the following options:

Sort By

Anomalous Users
Anomalous Sessions
Anomalous Commands
Anomalous Processes

Order By      

Ascending
Descending

Click on Apply to apply the settings.
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5.1.3 Filter

Click on the    On the top right corner to set up the filter criteria by selecting the Start Date and the End 
Date and configure the reports for the desired period.

Click on the desired fields and click on Apply to apply the settings.

It has the following fields.

Field Description

Start Date Configure the start date for Daily Detection Report.

End Date Configure the end date for Daily Detection Report.

Apply Click on this button to apply the date settings.
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6 Reporting Tool
This section displays the anomalous data through multiple reports.

Click on this section to view the following reports.

User Report: This report displays the threats aggregated on a user level (anomalous users).
Session report: The report displays threats aggregated on session-level (anomalous sessions).
Command Report: The report displays threats aggregated on command-level (anomalous commands).
Process Report: The report displays threats aggregated on process-level (anomalous processes).

6.1 User Report
The User Report displays the following charts and statistics in the following sections.

Daily Anomalous Users
Top anomalous Users
Cards

6.1.1 Daily Anomalous Users

This report predicts and displays anomalous users on an everyday basis.

It has the following fields

Field Description

Timeline The timeline is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period for which 
anomaly detection has been carried out. 

Number Of Anomalous Users This is the y-axis that displays the number of anomalous users found for a 
particular duration of time on a daily basis.
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6.1.2 Top Anomalous Users

This section displays the first five Top anomalous users in descending order. 

Field Description

Users Name of the first five top anamolous users having the most number of anomalies.

Anomaly Count Displays the first five top anamolous counts in descending order.

6.1.3 User Report- Card

This section displays User data in cards.

Each card has a User name and following attributes along with a chart that displays anamolous sessions, 
commands, and processes for the user.

Field Description

Row Count The total number of rows accessed by the user.

Session Count The total number of sessions captured for the user.

Command Count The total number of commands captured for the user

Process Count The total number of processes captured for the user

Anomalous Row Count The number of rows for which are anomalies detected.

Anomalous Session Count The total number of sessions for which anomalies are detected.

Anomalous Command Count The total number of commands for which anomalies are detected.
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Field Description

Anomalous Process Count  The total number of processes for which anomalies are detected.

Chart

Field Description

Timeline The x-axis of the chart and displays the period for which anomaly 
detection has been carried out. 

Number Of Anomalies Y-axis denotes the Number of Anomalies. 

Anomalous Session Spikes in blue depicts the user's anomalous session trend.

Anomalous Commands Spikes in red depict the trend for user anomalous commands.

Anomalous Processes Spikes in orange depicts the trend for user's anomalous processes.

6.1.4 Sort 

Click on   on the top right corner to configure the reports as per your requirement.

It has the following options:

Sort By

Anomalous Sessions
Anomalous Commands
Anomalous Processes

Order By      

Ascending
Descending

Click on Apply to apply the settings.
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6.1.5 Filter

Click on the   on the top right corner to set up the filter criteria and configure the reports with respect to 
User Name, User Type, and Service Type.

Click on the desired fields and click on Apply.

The filter criteria has the following fields.

Field Description

User Name Select the User Name from a list of users for which you want to display all 
the three sections of the User Report.

User Type Select the Type of User for which you want to display the User Report from 
the following options.

Admin
Client

Service Type Select the type of service from the following options for which you want to 
display the User Report.

App Web Browser
MS SQL QA
SSH LINUX
Windows RDP

Apply Click on this button to apply the filter criteria.
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Once the filter criteria are set up, all the selected options are displayed in the Applied Filters (displayed right 
below the chart section) 

and the reports are displayed as per the filter criteria.

If you wish to remove the filters click on the Reset button.

6.2 Session Report
The Session Report displays the following charts and statistics in the following sections.

Daily Anomalous Sessions
Top anomalous Sessions
Cards
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6.2.1 Daily Anomalous Sessions

This chart predicts and displays anomalous sessions on an everyday basis.

It has the following fields

Field Description

Timeline The timeline is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period for 
which anomaly detection has been carried out. 

Number Of Anomalous Sessions This is the y-axis that displays the number of anomalous sessions 
found for a particular duration of time on a daily basis.

6.2.2 Top Anomalous Sessions

This section displays the first five top anomalous sessions in descending order. 

Field Description

Sessions The first five top anamolous sessions having the highest count.

Anomaly Count The count of five top anomalous sessions.

6.2.3 Session Report- Card

This section displays session reports in cards.

Each card displays the anamolous session-id and its details such as below.
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Field Description

Session The anamolous session id.

User Name  Displays the username for which anamolous session is captured.

Start Time Displays the start time of the anamolous session.

Service Details  Displays the service details of the anamolous session.

End Time Displays the end time of the anamolous session.

Service Type  Displays the service type of the anamolous session.

Session Risk Level Displays the risk level of the anamolous session.

Reason For Anomaly Displays all the reasons for which the session is logged as anamolous.

6.2.4 Sort 

Click  on   on the top right corner to configure the reports as per your requirement.

It has the following options:

Sort By

Risk Score: Select this option to sort by Session Risk Level.
TimeStamp: Sort the report data with respect to the timestamp.

Order By      

Ascending
Descending

Click on Apply to apply the settings.
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6.2.5 Filter

Click  on the    On the top right corner to set up the filter criteria and configure the reports with respect to 
User Name, User Type and Service Type.

Click on the desired fields and click on Apply.

The filter criteria has the following fields.

Field Description

User Name Select the User Name from a list of users for which you want to display all 
the three sections of the Session Report.

User Type Select the Type of User for which you want to display the Session Report
from the following options.

Admin
Client

Service Type Select the type of service from the following options for which you want to 
display the User Report.

App Web Browser
MS SQL QA
SSH LINUX
Windows RDP

Apply Click on this button to apply the filter criteria.
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6.3 Command Report
The Command Report displays the following charts and statistics in the following sections.

Daily Anomalous Commands
Top anomalous Commands
Cards

6.3.1 Daily Anomalous Commands

This chart predicts and displays anomalous commands on an everyday basis.

It has the following fields 

Field Description

Timeline The timeline is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period for which anomaly 
detection has been carried out. 

Number Of Anomalous 
Commands

This is the y-axis that displays the number of anomalous commands found for a 
particular duration of time on a daily basis.
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6.3.2 Top Anomalous Commands

This section displays the first five Top anomalous users in descending order. 

Field Description

Commands The first five top anamolous commands having the highest count.

Anomaly Count The count of five top anomalous sessions.

6.3.3 Command Report- Card

This section displays command reports in cards.

Each card displays the anamolous command-id and its details such as below.

Field Description

Command The anamolous command id.

User Name  Displays the username for which anamolous command is captured

Command Timestamp Displays the timestamp for which anamolous command was fired.

Service Details  Displays the service details under which anamolous command was fired.

Command Critical This is a flag that tells us whether the command executed by the user is marked 
as critical or not.
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Field Description

Service Type  Displays the service type under which anamolous command was fired.

Command Response  Command Response is the information presented to the user which gives 
information post-execution of the command.

Risk Level Displays the risk level of the anamolous command.

Command Executed Command executed is the command that is executed by the user.

Reason For Anomaly  Displays all the reasons for which session is logged as anamolous

6.3.4 Sort

Click  on   On the top right corner to configure the reports as per your requirement.

It has the following options:

Sort By

Sort the report results to Risk score  or timestamp in ascending or descending order

Risk Score:
TimeStamp:Sort the report data 

Order By      

Ascending
Descending

Click on Apply to apply the settings.
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6.3.5 Filter

Click  on the   icon on  the top right corner to set up the filter criteria and configure the reports with 
respect to User Name, User Type and Service Type.

Click on the desired fields and click on Apply.

The filter criteria has the following fields.

Field Description

User Name Select the User Name from a list of users for which you want to display all the three 
sections of the Command Report.

User Type Select the Type of User for which you want to display the Command Report from the 
following options.

Admin
Client

Service Type Select the type of service from the following options for which you want to display the 
User Report.

App Web Browser
MS SQL QA
SSH LINUX
Windows RDP

Apply Click on this button to apply the filter criteria.
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6.4 Process Report

6.4.1 Daily Anomalous Processes

This chart predicts and displays anomalous processes on an everyday basis. The duration to predict anomalous 
processes starts when the period of training dataset ends.

It has the following fields.

Field Description

Timeline he timeline is the x-axis of the chart and displays the period for which anomaly 
detection has been carried out. 

Number Of Anomalous 
Processes

This is the y-axis that displays the number of anomalous processes found for a 
particular duration of time on a daily basis.
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6.4.2 Top Anomalous Processes

This section displays the first five top anomalous processes in descending order. 

Field Description

Processes The first five top anamolous processes having the highest count in descending 
order.

Anomaly Count The count of five top anomalous sessions.

6.4.3 Process Report- Card

This section displays session reports in cards.

Each card displays the anamolous session-id and its details such as below.

Field Description

Process The anamolous process id.

User Name  Displays the username for which the anamolous process is captured

Process Timestamp Displays the timestamp for which the anamolous process was executed.

Service Details  Displays the service details under which the anamolous process was executed.

Process Name Displays the anamolous process name

Risk Level Displays the service type of the anamolous session.

Process Title Displays the process executed by the user.
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Field Description

Reason Displays all the reasons as to why Knight analytics has labeled it as an anamolous 
process

6.4.4 Sort

Click  on  On the top right corner to configure the reports as per your requirement.

It has the following options:

Sort By

Sort the report results to Risk score  or timestamp in ascending or descending order

Risk Score:
TimeStamp: Sort the report data 

Order By      

Ascending
Descending

Click on Apply to apply the settings.

6.4.5 Filter

Click  on the    On the top right corner to set up the filter criteria and configure the reports with respect 
to User Name and User Type.
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Click on the desired fields and click on Apply.

The filter criteria has the following fields.

Field Description

User Name Select the User Name from a list of users for which you want to 
display all the three sections of the Command Report.

User Type Select the Type of User for which you want to display the Command 
Report from the following options.

Admin
Client

Apply Click on this button to apply the filter criteria.
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